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Young Media, a eminent Media and Publishing House, attempts to strech a Indian village in UAE with a launch of a
desirous magloid named 'India Property Insider' in organisation with Gulf News daily. The design of this magloid 
repository in a publication format  is to surprise NRI assembly in a UAE with 'need to know' and 'nice to know'
contribution about a genuine estate zone in India. Being informative, motivating and scholastic during a same time,
this magloid attempts to prove both a romantic and receptive logic of NRIs who wish to possess a residence in their
mom land.
Young Media owner and executive Wilfred Fernandes stated, "There has been a prolonged tentative need felt among
a NRI village formed in a Gulf of a car that offers unchanging updates and advisories on a Indian genuine estate
zone that is customised for a NRI community. We felt that India Property Insider will be a ideal car for NRIs lenient
them to take sensitive decisions while investing in genuine estate in India."
Young Media has tied adult with Gulf News for approach placement of a magloid that will be accessible giveaway for
readers of Gulf News daily. Having sizeable suit of Indian village in UAE, in cities like New Dubai, Jumeirah, Ghusais,
Karama, Bur Dubai, New Deira, Sharjah and Abu Dhabi, 'India Property Insider' promises a good strech in these
cities and promote sales for Indian genuine estate developers from a NRI patron shred on a postulated basis.
Furthermore, vocalization on this forward launch, Sanjay Malik, organisation dissemination manager of GN Media
said, "Indians by their really inlet are tough operative and have a inclination to save and this binds generally loyal for
Indians vital in a Gulf. Also, being divided from home there is a certain enterprise to save income and deposit or
emanate an item that will conclude over a years. Real estate is a usually item that gives limit appreciation value and
also offers them a possibility of owning a home and being secure to their motherland."
With abounding calm and conversational display style, 'India Property Insider' would commission a NRIs in UAE to
simply navigate by a Indian genuine estate sector, motivate them to deposit in realty in India and actively capacitate
decisionmaking in terms of skill purchase.
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